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Introduction

I

n this series of booklets we have looked so far at the being of God
as Triune, and the character of God (His attributes). In this booklet I
want to look at how God created the world and the position of man
in it. I assume the Bible to be the inspired Word of God, inerrant and
infallible in all that it teaches. I further regard the first eleven chapters
of Genesis to be historical and not myth or saga.

I want to begin with a story which will prove to be significant as to
how Genesis 1-2 is interpreted. The story is called “The Emperor’s
New Clothes,” a tale by Hans Christian Andersen that appears in
Andersen’s Fairy Tales. It tells of a vain Emperor who cares for nothing
but his appearance. Two swindlers appear in his kingdom, promising
they can make an invisible suit of clothes, which only those who are fit
for their office can see. He thinks that in this way, he will be assured
of having only those serve him who are fit. Silk and golden thread
supplied to them, is put in their bags, and they pretend to be working
at the loom. Important officials are sent to see the progress but they
see nothing, and dare not reveal it, for they would be considered unfit
for their office. So they pretend it is wonderful, and finally the king
comes to see and he too pretends, for he does not want to appear unfit
for his office. The Emperor marches in procession with this pretended
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suit of clothes. He is in fact, naked. All the people keep up the pretence,
rather than be called stupid for not seeing this suit of clothing. At last a
child in the crowd cries out, “The Emperor has nothing on!” and soon
all come to echo his words. Even though the courtiers continue the
pretence, the Emperor learns a lesson that day. He knows the child is
right.
I have told this story because it typifies many, who when reading
Genesis, chapters 1 and 2, pretend to see things which are not obvious
from the text. It is what clever people have for a long time taught and
they do not want to be called “simple” or “Biblicists” and therefore
continue to teach what is contrary to Scripture. We shall not follow
such even if we are contradicted by the majority in our day.

8
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1
creation from nothing
Genesis 1:1 In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth.

T

his is a majestic opening statement in the Bible. The Bible does not
begin with giving us arguments for the existence of God. The man

who denies God’s existence is called a fool. (Psalm 14:1).Without

God man cannot exist, for he exists because God created him. The text
does not say “in the beginning there was a big bang” and the world
exploded into being. It speaks of a personal intelligent Being, calling

the world into existence by speaking. Now usually when an artist or
sculptor begins his work, material is needed. Then the material is
worked upon by using tools according to plan in order to produce a

masterpiece. Here we are told that nothing but God existed before He
created the world. There has always been one maxim that is necessary
to science and that is, “Out of nothing, nothing ever comes”. So how can

the world be created “out of nothing”? The answer is clear. Someone
brought it into being and that Someone is God. Only God can create. All

other creations are but recreations from material that already exists.

As one put it, “Man cannot make a fly!” All other theories which speak
of spontaneous creation fail because out of nothing, nothing ever
comes. We cannot prove how the world came into existence, for no
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one but God was there to witness it. He has been pleased to reveal this
truth to us in the Scriptures.

Hebrews 11:3 Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of
God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do appear.
The question may be asked, “How long did it take for God to create
the world?” The answer, according to Genesis 1:1 is, but a moment.
God spoke and the materials which would be formed into an ordered
universe came to be. We are told in Exodus 20:11 that God created the
world in the space of six days and rested on the seventh day. God took
six days, “(1) to create the original uninhabitable earth out of nothing…
(2) to bring this uninhabitable earth to a well-ordered, habitable state
for plant, animal, and human life, and (3) to create the first man and
woman and to place them in the Garden of Eden.”1 We will look at the
days of creation a little later.

This first verse of Genesis denies a host of errors. First, it denies
materialism, which is the view that matter is eternal. This idea is
actually believed by those who would argue that the world exploded
into being, for something had to exist in order for that to happen.
Materialism denies creation from nothing, for it requires that matter
already exists. The Bible contradicts this error. Secondly, it denies
atheism which claims there is no God. To hold such an idea would
mean that inert matter developed over time into plants, animals,
and even man with intelligence, without a sufficient cause. Thirdly, it
denies polytheism which is a belief in many gods. Many adopting the
evolutionary view to explain religion, often argue that polytheism was
the original primitive view and over time it evolved into henotheism,
each nation having a particular god, without denying the existence
of other gods. According to this thinking, the highest and final view

1
Robert L. Reymond, Contending for the Faith (Christian
Focus Publications: Geanies House, Ross-shire, 2005), 39.

is monotheism – a belief in the existence of only one God. The Bible
clearly contradicts that, for it begins with belief in one God, which
because of man’s sin, degenerates over time into polytheism. Fourthly,
it denies pantheism which says that everything that exists is divine, or
that God is the soul that animates the world. “According to pantheism,
the universe was never created. Pantheists either regard God as just an
aspect of the universe, or they regard the universe as just an aspect of
God. They do not believe in God as distinct from the universe.”2 Fifthly,
it denies fatalism which holds that the world came into being by
chance. Chance, however, is not a being, but a mathematical concept.
Sixthly, it denies dualism which states that matter and God existed
side by side from all eternity. This verse teaches only that God existed
eternally and the universe was brought into existence. The artist is
limited by the material, but God is not, for He created the material.
Seventhly, it denies evolution. “Real evolution involves the crossing
of the boundary lines between species. It implies that there are no
absolutes, hard and fast lines between species, but that one species
can gradually, in the course of time, develop into another. For example,
birds are said to have developed from reptiles, and reptiles in turn
from still more primitive organisms.”3 We do not deny that there can
be development within a single species. Vos writes, “Thus the dog,
wolf, and coyote, for example, have been proved to be a single natural
species, all of which can interbreed freely. The fox, on the other hand,
is of a different kind and cannot interbreed with the dog, wolf, and
coyote.”4 Some Christians hold to theistic evolution. Vos writes:
Consistent evolution is atheistic; it does not take God
into account…There is, however, a theory known

2
J. G. Vos, Genesis (Crown & Covenant Publications: Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 2006), 14.
3
Vos, Genesis, 25.
4
Vos, Genesis, 25.
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as theistic evolution, which holds that evolution
was God’s method of creating living things. This is
really a contradiction in terms, for “theistic” means
“connected with belief in God,” while “evolution”
means “development of itself without outside control.”
This idea of theistic evolution is not consistent, and it
has been held chiefly by religious scholars who were
embarrassed by the claims of unbelieving scientists…
Those who talk about “creation by evolution” do not
understand the real meaning of the terms “creation”
and “evolution.” Creation is by definition supernatural;
evolution is by definition a natural process. To speak
of “creation by evolution” is like speaking of an honest
thief or a truthful liar.5

The first verse of Scripture teaches an absolute distinction between
the Creator and the creation. This distinction will remain eternally.
There is no such thing as man becoming God, though God does assume
our nature and becomes man to save sinners!

Hebrews 2:14 Forasmuch then as the children are partakers of flesh and blood, he also
himself likewise took part of the same; that through death he might destroy him that had
the power of death, that is, the devil; 15 And deliver them who through fear of death were
all their lifetime subject to bondage.

5

Vos, Genesis, 25-26.
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2
what is the time frame in genesis 1-2?

T

his question is important for it sets the stage of how we are to read
the Scriptures. Here is where the story of the “Emperor’s New
Clothes” is well illustrated. For we have four theories concerning
the time frame: (1) the gap theory, (2) the day-age theory, (3) the
framework hypothesis, and (4) six-day creation.6

The gap theory posits a long period of time between Genesis 1:1 and
1:2 and claims that the original creation was judged and that this
explains the fossils. The theory teaches that we have the renovated
earth created in six days beginning with Genesis 1:3, so the earth is
relatively recent. This was popularized by the Scofield Reference Bible
(1909) which translated verse 2 of Genesis 1 like this, “And the earth
became without form and void; and darkness was upon the face of
the deep.” The word in Genesis 1:28, which the King James Version
translates as “replenish” (“Be fruitful, and multiply, and replenish the
earth,”) may give credence to this theory. Vos points out, “The Hebrew
word contains no such idea; it simply means “fill.” Adam and Eve
existed in an empty, unpopulated world God had prepared so that it

6
R. C. Sproul, Truths We Confess (P & R Publishing: Phillipsburg, New Jersey, 2006), I am indebted to Sproul for the following material found in his chapter on creation.
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might be filled with people.”7 It is unadvisable to speak of “chaos to
cosmos,” because the language suggests some catastrophe, but that
is nowhere taught in the whole of Scripture. The gap theory was to
accommodate so-called science, which taught that fossils existed long
before man came to be on the earth. Genesis 1:2 merely tells us that
God created the raw material, out of which he would make the world.
The day-age theory, again to accommodate science so-called, sees the
days as long periods of time. These people argue that the word “day”
is used in many senses in Scripture, and so it can mean an indefinite
period of time. It is true that the word “day” is used in different
ways, but context should decide how it is interpreted. Atomistic
interpretation can lead one to deny the clear teaching of Scripture, as
the following example humorously illustrates:

7

If we were to apply such canons of interpretation
to everyday statements, we would quickly find
ourselves enmeshed in absurdity. Take for example,
the proposition, ‘Scotland beat England at Hampden.’
Its natural meaning (to us) is that Scotland’s soccer
team scored a victory over England’s soccer team at
Hampden Park, Glasgow. But that is not its necessary
meaning. It may well mean something else. It ‘leaves
itself open to other interpretation’, especially if
each word is isolated and the passage interpreted
atomistically. Scotland may mean the Scottish army,
the Scottish hockey team or the Scottish ladies’ bowls
team. Beat may mean beat with sticks. And Hampden
may be a scribal error for Hampton: which in turn may
be an abbreviation for Hampton Court, Southampton
or Northampton. We might therefore conclude that the

Vos, Genesis, 33.
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original statement ‘may well mean’ that the Scottish
ladies’ bowls team beat the English hockey team with
sticks at Northampton.8

Robert Reymond gives 14 reasons why “day” in Genesis 1 ought to
be taken as a literal day. I will give a summary of only three of them.
First, the word day (yom) which occurs some 2,225 times in the Bible,
overwhelmingly refers to an ordinary day. Secondly, God Himself
defines the word by the phrase, “and there was evening and there
was morning, the first day” (Genesis 1:5, 8, 13, 19, 23, 31). He does
it not once, but six times, so there could be no mistaking His meaning.
Thirdly, Genesis attaches a numeral to each of the days of Genesis (1:5,
8, 13, 19, 23, 31; 2:2-3). Whenever “day” occurs with a cardinal (one,
two, three, etc.) or an ordinal (first, second, third, etc.) it never means
anything other than a normal, literal day.9

Nowhere else in Scripture do people argue that “day” means “age” but
here in Genesis. It would be odd if we put such a meaning on Joshua’s
marching around Jericho for six ages, or our Lord rising from the dead
after three ages instead of three days! Once again, people give in to
such theories because they want to appear respectable in the eyes of
modern scientists. True science however never contradicts the Bible,
for the God who made the world, gave us His Word.

The framework hypothesis contends that Genesis 1 and 2 are a
mixture of historical narrative and poetry. “Ridderbos concluded
that Genesis gives us not a historical narrative of the when and how
of divine creation, but a drama in seven acts. The first act ends with

8
Donald Macleod, The Person of Christ (Downers Grove:
Inter Varsity Press, 1998), 51.
9
Reymond, Contending for the Faith, 43-44. For the other
reasons see chapter entitled “in the Space of Six Days”.
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the statement, “So the evening and the morning were the first day.”10
This theory allows men to accept the Big Bang cosmology, while
maintaining the inspiration of Genesis 1 and 2. The theory does not
accord with Scripture, for there is no indicator that Genesis 1 and 2
are poetry. It is clearly contradicted by Scripture like the following;

Exodus 20:11 For in six days the LORD made heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in
them is, and rested the seventh day: wherefore the LORD blessed the sabbath day, and
hallowed it.
Exodus 31:17 It is a sign between me and the children of Israel for ever: for in six days
the LORD made heaven and earth, and on the seventh day he rested, and was refreshed.
These verses would make no sense if the days were but frames and
not literal days. How can days, which are mere frames describing
God’s work of creation, serve to direct man literally to work six days
and then rest on the Sabbath? This theory is also contradicted by
the Hebrew grammar which indicates sequential historical events.
Though held by well-known scholars, it is to be rejected as not arising
from the text, but as something being read into it.

The last view is that the days of Genesis are literal days. This view takes
God’s Word at face value. It accepts the Biblical narrative as it is, without
altering the normal meaning of “day”. It is supported by other parts of
Scripture (Exodus 20:11; 31:17; Matthew 19:4-5; Mark 10:6). This
view does not first look to what scientists say, and then alter the text
of Scripture to conform, but reads Scripture in the light of Scripture,
and then holds fast to what it teaches. Charles Spurgeon once wrote, “ ‘I
pray you to fasten your grips’ upon the revealed truths of God’s Word, so
that you shall never flinch from avowing and defending them, whatever
ridicule your adherence to them may cost you.”11

10
Sproul, Truths We Confess, 127.
11
Charles H. Spurgeon, Only a Prayer Meeting (Christian
Focus Publications: Geanies House, Ross-shire, 2000), 44.
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3
the creation of man & woman

O

ne of my professors once began his lectures on creation and
evolution by saying, “Don’t let them make a monkey out of you”.
It is amazing how many have accepted the theory of evolution,
without evidence. We have seen that the universe had a beginning. It is
not eternal. In Genesis 1 and 2 we notice a sequence and progression
in God’s work of creation. We also notice that there is an ascending
scale until it reaches its climax in the creation of both man and woman.
We do not accept that man came by evolution from the animals.

Nine times we read, “And God said,” (Genesis 1:3, 6, 9, 11, 14, 20, 24,
26, 29) when bringing forth life. This highlights the significance of
God’s Word and the power that belongs to it. Different language is
used when it comes to the creation of man. We read, “And God said,
Let us make man” (Genesis 1:26). Something unique is about to take
place, for here there is divine counsel and man is made in God’s image.
We read in Genesis 1:24-25:

Genesis 1:24 And God said, Let the earth bring forth the living creature after his kind,
cattle, and creeping thing, and beast of the earth after his kind: and it was so. 25 And God
made the beast of the earth after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and every thing that
creepeth upon the earth after his kind: and God saw that it was good.
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Note the words “after his kind” occur five times in these verses, and
then in contrast we read Genesis 1:26.

Genesis 1:26 And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.

Here we read “in our image, after our likeness” which means man is
not as the beasts that God made. Other things conform to a pattern
God has for them, but man is to conform to the likeness of God.

Today many treat their animals as if they were human, and fight to

preserve them while killing children in the womb. Genesis is teaching
that man is unique and made in God’s image. Therefore, he has
dominion over all creatures. This dominion indicates that man is not
to be thought of as on the same level as animals or plants, but one

who is set apart as the only one who bears God’s image. Modern day
teaching on evolution which holds that all living things developed
from one single cell is clearly contradicted by the Bible.

Let us go on to look at how God made man, male and female.

Genesis 2:7 And the LORD God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.
First we would point out that Genesis 2 is not a different account of
creation (as some scholars claim), but rather gives us details on how
God created man. Secondly we have here not creation “from nothing”

but God using materials He had already created: “dust from the

ground”. It is important for us to note that man is taken from the “dust
of the ground” and therefore has a relationship with his non-animate
environment. Thirdly man has affinity with the animate creation in
that his anatomy is like them in many ways. Donald Macleod writes:

18
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But those affinities do not, by any logical process,
require the conclusion that man is simply a development
from those other animals. The similarities are due
not to evolution but to the fact of a common Creator
duplicating His systems in more than one form of
His Creation. To use a rather mundane illustration:
the Mini is similar in many ways to a double-decker
bus, but that does not prove that it has evolved by
spontaneous mutation from a double-decker bus, even
though the same systems are used and the same basic
laws are in operation.12

Fourthly notice the difference in the way God called forth living
creatures: “Let the earth bring forth living creatures” (Genesis 1:24).
It allows for the fact that God made the earth so that by His command
such things would be brought forth. No such command is given in
relation to the creation of man, though “dust from the ground” is
used. Fifthly it is significant that God made the body of man before
he breathed into him the breath of life. This is important for in many
religions the body is seen as a prison house of the soul, both in Greek
and Roman religion as well as Hinduism. The body is not an appendage
to be rid of at death, but an essential part of man’s make-up, and will
be resurrected at the last day. Sixthly the body thus formed by God was
not a lower form of man, for it was lifeless until God breathed into it.
Some use language such as man being brought to life by a kiss. This
is crude language since we do not know how it was done, just like
the conception of our Lord. John Murray writes, “Man alone owes his
origin to the kind of action here expressed”.13 Some think man is like

12
Donald Macleod, A Faith to Live By (Christian Focus Publications: Geanies House, Ross-shire, 2002), 97-98.
13
John Murray, Collected Writings of John Murray (The
Banner of Truth Trust: Edinburgh, 1977), vol. 2, 7.
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the beast since the Hebrew words for “a living soul” used in Genesis
2:7 are identical to the words translated “living creature” in Genesis
1:24. J.G. Vos writes:
But of man alone is it said that God “breathed into his
nostrils the breath of life.” Clearly, the principle of life
that man received from God was different from that
received by the animals. From other parts of the Bible
we know that man received a spirit or soul that can
never die. Compare Ecclesiastes 3:21: “Who knoweth
the spirit of man that goeth upward, and the spirit of
the beast that goeth downward to the earth?” Modern
materialism teaches that man dies like the beasts, and
death ends all. The Bible, on the contrary, teaches that
man has a living spirit or soul that never dies. 14

Seventhly and finally, please note that God did not breathe into a living
creature that was less than man. Theistic evolution says exactly that.
It says God acted to bring man from a lower animate form. If God had
not breathed into the body He formed out of “dust from the ground,”
it would have remained but a clod of earth! The creation of man is
unique, for he alone is made in the image of God.

The truth of mankind’s uniqueness is confirmed when we look at the
creation of the woman. Before God created Eve, He wanted Adam to
know that he was different from the animals and though he could
relate to them, he could not find true communion. God brings the
animals He had made to the man, and Adam names them. Some have
tried to argue that this classification must have taken a long time.
Robert Reymond writes, “After all, the divine purpose behind this
exercise was not to make Adam the ‘world’s leading scientist’ in these
matters; it was to bring home to him forcefully from his analysis of

14

Vos, Genesis, 43-44.
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their physical appearances that the ‘helper corresponding to him’ was
not to be found among any of these categories of ‘lesser’ creatures
since he and he alone was…a ‘man’ created in the image of God.”15 We
read the conclusion of this experiment in Genesis 2:20:

Genesis 2:20 And Adam gave names to all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to every
beast of the field; but for Adam there was not found an help meet for him.

It is only when man is brought to recognize that he is unique, that God
proceeds to create Eve.

Genesis 2:21 And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept:
and he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; 22 And the rib, which
the LORD God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought her unto the man.

The creation of Eve demolishes any theory Christians may hold about
evolution. Eve is not made of “dust from the ground” as Adam was. Nor
is she a development from a lower animal. She is formed from the rib
of man. “In God’s plan, Adam was the fountainhead of all humanity,
as he was also the official representative of the human race.”16 She is
truly bone of his bone and flesh of his flesh. The door is closed to any
kind of evolution. E. J. Young wrote:
At this point I want to distinguish between what I call
‘atheistic evolution’ and what is pretty commonly
called ‘theistic evolution’. The latter simply means

that God used evolution as his method of creation.
He changed a lower form of life into a human
being—that is, he so worked that the lower form

15
16

of life became a human being. But I do not believe

Reymond, Contending for the Faith, 50.
Vos, Genesis, 58.
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that it is possible to hold to the Bible and to theistic
evolution at the same time.17
Some one may raise the question of how we can be so sure about how
man came into being, since no one was there to witness the event.
It is true that no one witnessed the creation, except God. J. Gresham
Machen argues that there did occur special creation in the full light of
historical times - namely the supernatural conception of Jesus in the
womb of the virgin Mary. He writes:
What inference would be drawn from that if the same
kind of reasoning were used as the reasoning which
is used when evolutionists argue for the descent of
the first man from other forms of animal life? [That
is, that the man has similar features to the ape]. Why,
the inference would be drawn that of course Jesus
was descended by ordinary generation from the men
who lived before Him on the earth. The evidence of
continuity of bodily descent, which in the case of
the first man is, after all, very far indeed from being
complete, since, to say the least, there are enormous
gaps between the remains of man and the remains of
other forms of animal life, would in the case of the man
Jesus seem to be absolutely complete [That is, Jesus
would look exactly like any other man]. The proof
would seem to be overwhelming.
Yet, despite all the evidence, we hold, on the testimony
of the first chapter of Matthew and the first chapter of
Luke, that Jesus was not as a matter of fact descended

17
E. J. Young, In the Beginning: Genesis 1-3 and the Authority of Scripture (The Banner of Truth Trust: Carlisle, Pennsylvania,
1976), 53. [emphasis added]
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from previous men by ordinary generation, but that
at the beginning His life upon this earth there was a
creative act of God, the supernatural conception in the
womb of the virgin Mary.18

We cannot believe the Bible and hold to any form of evolution. We
must believe God and let every man be a liar who contradicts His
Word. We believe it on the basis of revelation:

Hebrews 11:3 Through faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of
God, so that things which are seen were not made of things which do appear.

18
J. Gresham Machen, The Christian View of Man (The Banner of Truth Trust: Carlisle, Pennsylvania, 1965), 121.
Brackets are the writer’s explanation.
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4
man made in the image of god

I

t is common for men who do not believe God’s Word to represent
the original state of mankind as one of a savage dwelling in caves,
using primitive tools, and hardly able to communicate, except by
grunting. Such a notion is unbiblical. Scripture says everything God had
made was “very good” (Genesis 1:31). Such an imaginative portrayal
of savage man as expressing the original creation can hardly be said to
picture man as having been made in the image of God. The savagery of
man is not his original condition, but one which was brought about by
his rebellion against God who made him.
Scripture asserts that both man and woman are made in the image of
God. Look at the following texts:

Genesis 1:26 And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness: and let
them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the
cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
27
So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and
female created he them.
Genesis 9:6 Whoso sheddeth man’s blood, by man shall his blood be shed: for in the
image of God made he man.
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No one in his right mind would argue that ‘man’ in Genesis 9:6 is a
reference to only the male and not to the female also. Yet sadly enough,
around the world, females are being aborted as if they were less human
than the male. This is an attack on God who made them. There may be
one text that, wrongly interpreted may lead to the false conclusion
that only the male is in the image of God. It is 1 Corinthian 11:7:

1 Corinthians 11:7 For a man indeed ought not to cover his head, forasmuch as he is the
image and glory of God: but the woman is the glory of the man.

This text speaks about the relationship of man and woman and their
proper decorum in worship. It is born out by what Paul writes (in verse
3) that “the man is the head of the woman,” (in verse 8) that “the man
is not of the woman, but the woman of the man,” and (in verse 9) that
“the man was not created for the woman, but the woman for the man”.
In such context then, the words of verse 7 are placed. John Murray
explains that this is referring to man’s headship over the woman and
does not speak of her inferiority or that she is not in the image of God.
Man, in Genesis 1:27 is used in a generic sense inclusive of the woman,
which clearly states they were made in the image of God.19 Paul states
in 1 Corinthians 11:3, “But I would have you know, that the head of
every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is the man, and the
head of Christ is God.” Jesus Christ is not inferior to God, for He is one
with God, as the second Person of the Trinity, but in the relationship as one who is sent on a mission to earth, He is subordinated to God the
Father. In the same way, Eve is subordinate to the man as to headship
in the marriage bond, but in no way does it imply that she is not made
in the image of God.
The image of God which is true of both the man and the woman
distinguishes them from all other creatures God created. In a broader
sense man (used generically of man and woman) shares in the image of

19

Murray, Collected Writings of John Murray, vol. 2, 36-37.
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God in that he is a rational being, capable of reflection. Man is a person
and is therefore self-conscious which is not true of the animals, despite
what misguided people may believe. Man alone possesses conscience,
unlike the animals, in distinguishing right from wrong. In the narrow
sense the image of God refers to his moral character. He is a religious
agent and therefore is responsible to God’s moral law. We gather this
from the following verses in the New Testament which speak of the
image of God being restored in those who are regenerated by the Holy
Spirit. Look at these verses:

Ephesians 4:24 And that ye put on the new man, which after God is created in
righteousness and true holiness.
Colossians 3:10 And have put on the new man, which is renewed in knowledge after the
image of him that created him:
They speak of the moral excellence in which man was created but
which he lost when he sinned. As an unbeliever man is still in the
image of God (see Genesis 9:6). He still has free agency to act and make
choices. However, he cannot do anything to save himself or to please
God. In the narrow sense of his likeness to God, he was no longer full of
knowledge, righteousness, and holiness after the fall into sin. Man, as
he came from the hand of God, was endowed with knowledge to know
God’s will, righteousness, a heart biased to do good, and holiness to
reflect the glory of God in his walk, according to God’s holy law.
Some include man’s dominion over the creatures as part of this image,
but it is better to see it as the basis on which he is given dominion. Being
made in the likeness of God, he exercises rule over the creatures as
God’s deputy. Psalm 8 is not so much speaking of man’s insignificance,
as the amazing dignity bestowed upon him.20

20

Murray, Collected Writings of John Murray, vol. 2, 41.
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Man and woman are both made in the image of God. Both are given
dominion over the creatures. As we will see, there is order in the
relationship, but both are image bearers of God. Man and woman
together is the apex of God’s creation. The angels are not made in the
image of God, but they minister to the children of God, who are now
renewed in that image.
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5
man, his environment, & his work

W

e read in Genesis 2:8, “And the Lord God planted a garden
eastward in Eden; and there he put the man whom he had
formed.” Man was not a cave dweller, nor living like animals
in the jungle. He dwelt in a beautiful garden. This paradise was not
as Islam teaches, in heaven, but on earth. The garden was very fertile
for it was watered by four rivers. The fact is significant, for today the
region is mainly desert. In this garden, God made to grow “every tree
that is pleasant to the sight, and good for food” (Genesis 3:9).

People today often blame their environment for the way they are and
behave, but in the beginning man’s environment was perfect, pleasant,
and productive. God said to man:

Genesis 1:28 And God blessed them, and God said unto them, Be fruitful, and multiply,
and replenish the earth, and subdue it: and have dominion over the fish of the sea, and
over the fowl of the air, and over every living thing that moveth upon the earth.

This is God’s command to the human race concerning how we should
deal with the earth. They were to reproduce and fill the earth. Children
are a blessing which God grants to married couples, and it is one
purpose of marriage. The earth had no inhabitant before Adam and
Eve. They were to have a family and in that way to fill it.
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They were also to subdue the earth and have dominion over the
creatures. The earth was to be explored for man’s use. The earth was
full of materials for him to discover and work with. The earth would
not frustrate man, for sin had not yet entered. Work is not a result of
sin. It was given to man before man rebelled against God. Man could
work the soil for his needs. He could mine metals hidden in the earth,
and make discoveries by employing his mind to think God’s thoughts
after Him. He was also to have dominion over all God’s creatures, and
use them rightly under God.

He, as well as the animals, was limited to consuming vegetables at this
stage. (Genesis 1:29-30). The first blood spilled on the earth was that
of Abel, by his brother Cain. Death is the result of sin. Therefore, there
was no death, even in the animal world, prior to the fall of man.
Man knew no frustration in his labor. It was enjoyable labor. The
surroundings in which he labored were both pleasant and abundantly
fruitful. Their work would never be boring but would bring true
satisfaction, for it was service rendered to God.
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6
the first marriage & its purposes

M

arriage is a divine institution, and not merely a social contract
between two individuals to live together. Marriage is between
one man and one woman. God did not create many women
for one man (polygamy), nor many men for one woman (polyandry).
Marriage is not temporary, but lifelong. Jesus said, “What therefore
God has joined together let not man put asunder” (Matthew 19:6).
There was to be order in marriage: man being the head and woman
the helper of her husband. This does not mean that man was the
“boss,” as if the woman was inferior, but it was what God had ordained
for their functioning happily. This headship in a sinful world would be
a wonderful thing, just as in the Trinity different Persons have their
order. This order is defended by Paul:

1 Timothy 2:13 For Adam was first formed, then Eve.

1 Corinthians 11:8 For the man is not of the woman; but the woman of the man. 9 Neither
was the man created for the woman; but the woman for the man.
This union was the closest among mankind. Parents and children are
close, yet children grow up and set up their own households. Brothers
and sisters form close bonds, but they too will go their different ways.
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Only marriage constitutes a “one flesh” union. “Therefore shall a man
leave his father and his mother and shall cleave to his wife: and they
shall be one flesh.” (Genesis 2:24). Marriage takes priority over the
parent-child relationship. Sadly, it is not maintained in many cultures
today where parents exercise authority over their married children to
the ruination of that marriage.

The primary purpose of marriage is companionship. This needs to be
emphasized, for in many cultures, if a woman does not bear children
she is often divorced or even killed. In some cultures, it is not simply
having children, but having male children that makes for a successful
marriage. The Bible places emphasis on companionship, that the man
may not be alone (Genesis 2:18). In a sinless world, children would
be the natural result of marriage, but we live now in a fallen world,
where many factors may contribute to an inability of bearing children
because of either partner. Children are a gift of the Lord, and He, for
good reasons withholds them from some. Adam and Eve were to fill
the earth, but children are still a gift that God would give to them.
Therefore, not being able to have children does not annul the marriage.
Sexual intimacy is to be limited to marriage. Fornication prior to
marriage and adultery after marriage is forbidden in Scripture. This
applies to the man and woman, and not merely to the woman. In
many cultures today it seems men can commit fornication and it is
no shame, but let a woman do it, and she may even suffer death. It is
equally wrong for man and woman. Sexual intimacy is the exclusive
right of husband and wife.

Hebrews 13:4 Marriage is honourable in all, and the bed undefiled: but whoremongers
and adulterers God will judge.
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7
man's purpose is to glorify god
Genesis 2:3 And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because that in it he had
rested from all his work which God created and made.
Exodus 20:10 But the seventh day is the sabbath of the LORD thy God: in it thou shalt not
do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, thy manservant, nor thy maidservant,
nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy gates: 11 For in six days the LORD made
heaven and earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and rested the seventh day: wherefore
the LORD blessed the sabbath day, and hallowed it.

G

od performed the work of creation in six days and rested on the
seventh, setting it apart as holy. God ceased from his creation
work, but not from working altogether. He continues to uphold
and govern the world to this day (John 5:16-17). So important was the
institution of the Sabbath, that God acted to set a pattern for man in
His creative work, even though He could have brought the world into
being in an instant. It is one of the two institutions that have existed
since creation and before the fall of man into sin. Please note, the
Sabbath is not first given to the Jews, but it is for all mankind.

God rested but He did not tire, for God cannot grow weary as man
does after labor. God took delight in the world He had made. It was
to set the pattern for man, who after six consecutive days of labor
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for his own needs, was to cease in order to have time especially to
contemplate God and take delight in Him. Mankind is so created by
God that he needs to rest and reflect on His Creator and draw spiritual
nourishment from Him in order to continue to live aright.

The question arises, that if it is merely for rest, surely man rests every
night, so why a special day? Man rests at the end of the day because
of his labor and man is so constituted. The Sabbath however, is not a
portion of time at the end of the day, but the whole of that day. God has
a right to say which day, and how much of that day, is to be taken up
with His worship, and He has said, “the whole day”.
Man was to serve and honor God his Creator in family life, by loving
Him and one another, and working together for His service. Man
and his wife were to fulfill their respective roles in labor in the field,
and in the rearing of children to the glory of God. The Sabbath was
to acknowledge that God is to be praised for all that they enjoyed in
family and work, and to praise and worship Him for all His good gifts.

The Sabbath however was not merely for rest and worship of the
Creator. It had another important significance. When God made man,
he was put on probation so that if he obeyed, he would be confirmed in
his righteousness and enter his perfect Sabbath rest with God forever.
J. G. Vos writes, “Every week the return of the Sabbath reminds us
that human life has eternity for its goal. Every week the return of the
Sabbath reminds us that human history will have a consummation;
that there will be an end of the world, followed by eternity.”21

It is interesting that atheistic governments have tried to abolish the
seven day week, and even extend it, as did revolutionary France, but
it failed. God has made mankind and we function rightly only as we
obey Him. Eternity will tell the harm mankind has done to itself by
neglecting this important institution.

21

Vos, Genesis, 37.
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conclusion

I

began with the story of “The Emperor’s New Clothes”. It was in order
that we may be cautioned not to follow those who deny what the
Bible teaches, simply because it is fashionable in the secular world.
Even many professing Christians have fallen into this temptation, in
order not to be called stupid, foolish, and simplistic, which is what
the world calls those who trust in God’s Word. When we read the
Scriptures we first hear mention of Satan in Genesis 3. But if you think
about it, he is active today already attacking our faith in chapter one,
causing us to doubt that God created the world. Many are so desperate
to fit in with unbelieving scientists that they have espoused theistic
evolution, which is a clear contradiction of Scripture.
For this reason we have spent much time on the subject of creation
and the days of creation. If we cannot trust the opening chapters of
Genesis, we have no reason to trust anything else in the Bible. If the
days of Genesis 1 are long ages, as some have taught, it makes mockery
of the Sabbath command given in Exodus 20, for then man would have
been long dead before the first Sabbath arrived!

Adam and Eve are created differently and in a way that demolishes
evolutionary theory. Adam is created of dust from the ground, God
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breathes into him life, and he is constituted man as made in the image
of God. Eve is formed from Adam, and not from the ground like Adam,
so it rules out her coming from any previous ancestor as some falsely
claim Adam had. The human race has come from this single pair, not
many pairs, which would be the case if evolution were true. Our Lord
Jesus Christ spoke of the first pair, and spoke of their marriage, when
he alluded to Genesis 2 in response to a question raised on divorce:

Matthew 19:4 And he answered and said unto them, Have ye not read, that he which
made them at the beginning made them male and female, 5 And said, For this cause shall
a man leave father and mother, and shall cleave to his wife: and they twain shall be one
flesh? 6 Wherefore they are no more twain, but one flesh. What therefore God hath joined
together, let not man put asunder.
The authority of our Lord is undermined if we believe there was no
original pair, but instead many animals who evolved into men and
women over time.
Mankind was created in God’s image. This image is what distinguishes
man from all other creatures. Man had a place in God’s universe to rule
and subdue it. He was given Eve to share this task as well as to enjoy
companionship. He was to fill the earth and enjoy the gift of children
which would come from their union as husband and wife. Man was
to labor in discovering the precious things God had concealed in the
ground, as well as in the cultivation of a garden for food and pleasure.

The animal kingdom was to be subservient to mankind. There were
no ferocious beasts. Rather, they all lived in peace, since there was no
death before man sinned. It is important to notice that Eve was not
brought to Adam as the other creatures, to be named by him. That
would imply that she was lower than man. Eve was also made in God’s
image, and made in such a way that indicated she was to be treated
with care. As Matthew Henry, in his Bible commentary states, she was
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“not made out of his head to rule over him, nor out of his feet to be
trampled upon by him, but out of his side to be equal with him, under
his arm to be protected, and near his heart to be loved.”22
Adam and Eve enjoyed a beautiful environment as their dwelling, a
garden, which had not only fruit of every kind, but trees that were
pleasant to the sight. God lavished every good gift upon them. They
were the only couple who could be perfectly “transparent”. They
were naked and unashamed. Sin had not yet made its inroads into the
Paradise on earth.

The height of this beautiful picture is that they would enjoy perfect
communion with their Creator and Sustainer. We learn this from the
fact that God had ordained a Sabbath for them, as well as the fact that
God communed with them.

Genesis 3:8 And they heard the voice of the LORD God walking in the garden in the cool
of the day: and Adam and his wife hid themselves from the presence of the LORD God
amongst the trees of the garden.
As noted, the Sabbath was not for bodily rest merely, but especially
spiritual refreshment as man came into God’s presence to worship. It
was also a reminder of the eternal rest and full enjoyment that would
be theirs when they obeyed God.

Man forfeited this eternal rest to which the earthly Sabbath pointed,
by sinning against God. We will, in future booklets, describe the
covenant God made with the first Adam and how he failed to keep it.
We will speak of the second Adam, Jesus Christ who would fulfill that
covenant and restore man into fellowship with God. Jesus, as the Son
of God, would come to suffer the penalty man deserved as well as to
live the perfect life that man failed to live, in order to restore man to

22
L. F. Cross, Matthew Henry’s Commentary on the Whole
Bible (Marshall, Morgan & Scott: London, 1970), 7.
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God. Paul, in his epistle to the Romans, compares these two heads of
humanity, Adam and Jesus Christ. Consequently, if we do not believe
in Adam as the first man in history, then this comparison falls to the
ground.

What a beautiful picture is presented of Adam and Eve, enjoying every
good gift of family, of work, and of weekly communion with their
Creator. We point this out, because often we look out on the world, and
we judge the past by the present, and we imagine the world was always
full of disease, decay and death. Scripture reveals our past. It once was
perfect. The earth was fair and awaiting man’s discovery with all its
hidden treasures. Disease, decay and death had not casts its shadow
on God’s perfect world. Evolution sees things getting better and better,
but the Bible points to devolution (things tending to disorder) from a
perfect beginning.

This was the state of mankind before sin changed it all. There was
truly a golden era in mankind’s history, but it would be short-lived.
It would never return by man’s efforts for all are now sinners under
the sentence of death. It would be restored by Jesus Christ alone,
the last Adam, by His life of perfect obedience to God’s law, and His
bearing the penalty in His sufferings and death that sinners deserved.
He would not only pay the penalty, but be raised from the dead, to
rule the world. He would further apply His salvation to sinners by the
Holy Spirit, sent by Him, into their hearts. There are not many Adams.
There are only two. It is not true that all the religions of the world
lead us back to God. We are all lost in the first Adam who represented
mankind, and the last Adam is the only One who restores us to perfect
communion with God, and will finally bring us to glory.

Acts 4:12 Neither is there salvation in any other: for there is none other name under
heaven given among men, whereby we must be saved.
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John 14:6 Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto
the Father, but by me.
John 3:16 For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life.
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